Vocabulary Menu
Created by Amanda Sandoval

How to Order


The Ancient Frayer Model ✏
Each word needs a:
• 5 other terms that connect to
• Definition in a complete sentence
the word
• Description of its historical
• Must be completed on the
importance in a complete
Sandoval’s Frayer model
sentence
handout
• Hand drawn image in full color






Infographic

Buncee

Create an infographic
(piktochart.com or canva.com)
that includes all of the assigned
vocab terms and their meanings
in their historical context :

Create a Buncee (buncee.com)
unit vocab presentation. Each
slide must include a separate
vocab term, a picture, and a
definition in its historical context
:) ✪

Padlet Wall

Adobe Spark

Create a Padlet (Padlet.com)
vocab review board using all of
the vocab terms. Must Include:
the term, an explanation of the
term in its historical context, &
an image :) ✪

or Smore
Create an Adobe Spark
(spark.adobe.com) or a
Smore.com webpage which will
include all of the vocab terms
and their definitions in their
historical context : ✪

Thinglink
Create a Thinglink (thinglink.com) vocab review using all of the
vocab terms. Must Include: the term, an explanation of the term in
its historical context, & an image :) ✪

Independent Field Trip
Each unit the teacher will provide a list of museums or historical places
you can visit; Take a trip to one of the places on the lists and create a
video montage of your experience (ex. Flipgram app) :) ✪J



Each unit you will be
assigned a list of
vocabulary terms
You will showcase your
understanding of the
terms by choosing
assignments from the
menu to the left
Your chosen tasks must
be completed and turned
in by the end of the unit
If you have a different
idea of how to do your
vocab let Sandoval hear it
I highly encourage you to
choose the Dessert option

✏ Can be completed by hand
: Can be completed w/ computer
) Can be completed on smartphone
✪ Can be completed on an iPad
J Experience it for yourself

